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We constder mitial-boundary value problems for the I-D Navier-Stokes equa- 
ttons of compresstble flow on a finite interval. For each of three different cases of 
mmal and boundary data, we prove convergence of a finite difference approxtma- 
tton to a unique solution. For discontinuous inittal data which IS BC’ and piecewise 
smooth, the density remams dtscontmuous and the error m the approxtmate 
soluttons IS bounded by O(h’4-L’ ) for any p > 0 in a norm whtch dominates the 
sup-norm of the density. For H’ Initial data, the error IS bounded by 0th’ ‘) tn the 
same norm ( 1992 Academic Press. Inc 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we establish existence and uniqueness of solutions to initial- 
boundary value problems which model one-dimensional compressible fluid 
flow: 
c,-u.=o ( 1.1) 
U,+p(u)r= ? , 
( > 
XG(-1, I), r>o (1.2 
r 
U-1, t)=u,(t), u(1. f)‘UR(f) (1.3 
(V(.~, 01, 4-Y 0)) = (Ucl(.~), u&)). (1.4) 
These results are obtained for three different cases of initial and boundary 
data, via convergence and error bounds for finite difference approxima- 
tions. As a consequence, we also obtain a practical method for computing 
approximate solutions. 
The problem ( l.l)-( 1.4) is sometimes referred to as the “double piston 
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problem,” with u,(f) and u,(t) representing the velocities of the two 
pistons at the ends of a gas-filled tube. The equations are a simplified form 
of the Navier-Stokes equations, formulated in Lagrangian coordinates in 
which I is time and lines x=constant correspond to particle paths. s is a 
constant positive viscosity coefficient and v, U, and p represent specific 
volume (density-- ‘), velocity, and pressure, respectively. We assume that 
PE C’(0, co)), with p’(u) <O. In the absence of smallness conditions on 
the initial and boundary data, we assume, in particular, that p(v) = ko-‘, 
with y > 1 for H’ initial data and 7 > 3/2 for initial data which are 
discontinuous. 
For E = 0, ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) reduces to the familiar p-system, a system of hyper- 
bolic conservation laws for which it is well known that even smooth initial 
data may give rise to shocks across which both u and t’ are discontinuous, 
and conversely, that discontinuous initial data may yield continuous 
solutions in positive time. However, the existence theory of Hoff [3,4] 
demonstrates much different behavior for solutions of the viscous system. 
Hoff shows that for solutions of the Cauchy problem associated with 
(1.1 )--( 1.2), with u0 E L2 and u0 - u’ E L2 n BV for a fixed positive constant 
u’, the velocity u is always continuous for t >O and any initial discon- 
tinuities in u persist, convecting only along particle paths x = constant and 
decaying exponentially in time. This is also true for the initial-boundary 
value problems and this fact plays a crucial role in our analysis. 
Another dramatic difference between the system (l.l)-( 1.2) and the 
p-system pertains to the formation of vacuum states. For certain initial 
data (e.g., u,(t) = u,, u,Jt) =u2, for constants u,, u2, with u2 -u, 
sufftciently large), the p-system fails to have a solution for any positive time 
due to the instantaneous formation of a vacuum (u -+ co) [6, Sect. 17A]. 
The results presented here, however, are valid even for such large 
discontinuous data, and show that such a vacuum state cannot occur for 
(l.l)-( 1.2), no matter how small E is. 
We also remark that, while many sophisticated numerical methods have 
been developed which can be applied to the p-system with good results, few 
of these are accompanied by rigorous convergence proofs ([ 1,2] are 
notable), and none have error bounds. Therefore, although (l.l)-(1.2) 
constitute a simplified model of compressible flow, our analysis of the 
difference scheme for this model problem serves as a step toward bridging 
the gap between a rigorous theoretical understanding of compressible 
flow problems on the one hand and the vast body of accumulated 
computational experience on the other. 
Equations (l.l)-(1.4) were previously considered in [7] for the special 
case in which ~~(t)=~~(f) =O. This work extends those earlier results to 
allow velocities which are C’(0, m)n L’(0, co) and which satisfy either 
certain smallness conditions or the condition that uL(t) < 0 d u,(r). We 
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also require that the accelerations CL(t) and tiR(t) (here, denotes d/tit) be 
in L” (0, #xc) n L’(0. ,m) and that there exist constants m, and M,. such that 
By transforming to Eulerian coordinates it may be seen that (1.5) simply 
restricts the piston velocities in such a way that the pistons are neither 
allowed to collide nor to become arbitrarily far apart in finite time. This 
interpretation of (1.5) is discussed in detail in [S] in which Nishida and 
Smoller consider the double piston problem for the p-system. 
Under the assumptions described above and detailed below, we con- 
struct finite difference approximations which converge to a unique solution 
of (1.1)(1.4) with an error which, for discontinuous initial data. is 
bounded by O(h”-“‘iz ), for any p E (l/2, 1). The error is measured in 
the L2 norm for u and in the piecewise H’ norm for u. The error bound 
therefore dominates the sup-norm error for the discontinuous function L’. 
For H’ initial data, the error is bounded by 0(/z’ ‘) in the same norm. 
The convergence result is stated precisely in Theorem 4.2. The proof 
requires a number of a priori estimates which are presented in Section 2. 
These estimates are similar to those of [7], though complicated here by 
our nonhomogeneous boundary conditions. Among other things, these 
estimates are used to establish large-time bounds on the specific volume 11, 
but our boundary conditions result in the estimates themselves being 
expressed in terms of the logarithm of presupposed bounds on o. The 
logarithmic dependence is weak enough, however, to allow us to close the 
argument under the assumption of either small initial data or a specific 
form for p( 0). 
The nonhomogeneous boundary conditions present an additional com- 
plication in that the average value of L’ is no longer preserved in time as it 
was in [7], and this time dependence must be taken into account in the 
estimates of Section 2. More importantly, the bounds for L’ which establish 
large time solvability of the difference scheme and global existence of solu- 
tions are obtained relative to the average value of a. Since the average value 
of u is now time-dependent, it is necessary to control this average value. 
However, by integrating (1.1) over ( - 1, 1) x (0, t), we see that this control 
is provided by (1.5), i.e., 
0 < 2m,, < V'(t) s i&f,., Qr>O, (1.6) 
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where v’(t) is the average value of TV at time t, 
o’(r) = + s’, u(x, t) dx. 
We are therefore able to combine (1.6) with bounds for u - fi to obtain the 
desired global bounds for u and the consequent large time solvability of the 
difference scheme. 
These arguments are carried out in Section 3. In Section 4 we present a 
compactness argument and a general stability result which, taken together, 
establish convergence, with error bounds, to a unique solution. Some 
numerical results are presented in Section 5. These computations show 
that, despite the presence of viscosity in the equations, the solution of the 
difference scheme provides good resolution of shock discontinuities, with 
shocks typically spread over only two or three mesh intervals. 
We now describe in detail our hypotheses on the initial and boundary 
data. We assume that there are constants _vo, I?,, and C, such that 
I 
SL, [$o(x)~ + Ic/(uo(x), ii(O))] dx< C, (1.8) 
where $ is the function 
IL(u, 6) = 1’ [p(C) - p(s)] ds, (1.9) 
and we assume that the piston velocities uL(t), nR(t) are C’(0, co) functions 
satisfying (1.5) and 
sup b,(t)1 + sup ludr)l < c,, 
(20 f20 
sup IliAr) + sup IfiR < c,, 
120 r20 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
I = (ludf)l+ lu,(t)l) dt< CA, 0 (1.12) 
(1.13) 
for some constants Cz, C,, Cd, and Cs. 
We also assume that one of the following cases holds. 
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Case I. uo, uOe H’( - 1, 1) with 
where here and throughout this paper 
with E, = E(tl,). We also assume in this case that uL( t) < 0 d u,(t) and 
p(~)=kr~” with k>O, y> 1. 
Case II. c,,u,~Bv(-l,l), withtl,EH’(~,,~,+,)andu,EC()‘,,?’,+,), 
for i = 0, 1, . . . . J,where -l=~,<~~~<~,+,=l.WeletC,beaconstant 
such that 
~mJ’+aitL%).it~?+ i lE,(y,+O)-E,(.v,-011 ( I2 dC,, ( .14) ,=I 
where #.#,z denotes the piecewise L’ norm 
We also assume in this case that C,, . . . . C’, are sufficiently small, depending 
on p0 and F,,. 
Case III. This is the same as Case II, except that no smallness assump- 
tion is imposed, but 
p(o)=ko-;, k>O, 5<7<3. (1.16) 
In what follows, we present the details for Case III only, since this is the 
most complicated case of the three. We do, however, indicate some of the 
simplifications that occur for data which are either smooth or small, and 
our final result is stated for all three cases. The interested reader can readily 
reconstruct the details for Cases I and II by studying these arguments for 
Case 111 in conjunction with the details of [7]. 
Given initial and boundary data as described above, we construct dif- 
ference approximations as follows: Let Ax and At be increments in I and 
t, and set xk = k Ax for k = 0, + 1, . . . . +K, where KAx=l; x,=jAx for 
j = + l/2, . . . . + (K- l/2); and t” = n At for n = 0. 1, 2, We let L$’ and 14; 
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denote approximations to v(x,, t”) and u(x,, t”) and we construct initial 
values for v by pointwise evaluation and for u be taking averages, 
The boundary values u;~ are obtained by setting uom K = u,(O), u”,- = uR(0), 
and for na 1, 
1 I” I” 
LPK=- s 
1 
At p-l ML(~) 4
un =- 
s K At ~‘1 uR( t) dr. 
We assume that Ax is chosen small enough that 1 y{+, - ~~1 2 2 Ax, 
i = 0, . . . . J, and for i= 1, . . . . J, we take x~, to be the integer mesh point 
nearest to ~1, (the position of the ith initial discontinuity), with -yko = -1 
and .ykJ+, = 1. We also define pJ’ = ~(0;) and 
Ey = E( ~1:) = E In u;, (1.17) 
1 K- Ii2 
“‘“=2K 
c v,“, (1.18) 
/= -K+ I,‘2 
I); = II/( L$ 6”). (1.19) 
It then follows from (1.7)-( 1.15) that 
0 < go < v,” Q 50, j= -K+L 2, . . . . K-f, 
tk~dKtu:J2Ax+ Kg” +x~c,+cA~, (1.20) 
I= -K+ I,‘2 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
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(1.24) 
% 
1 (~u’~+,‘-u”~~+~u~~‘-lr~l)~2Cf,, (1.25) 
n = 0 
u” K<Od14;. II = 0. 1. . . . . (1.26) 
where in (1.21) and throughout the paper, 6 is the difference operator 
&%I,= (H.,+ ,:?. - \I’[+ ,,z)/dx, for I= k or j. Approximations cy, 24; are 
computed for successive times by 
At 
J -6u, n+‘=0 , (1.27) 
,I + I 
‘k - 14;: 
At 
+~P;-+‘=6(e”+‘:‘Gu’~+‘)k) k=O, f 1, . . . . f(K- 1) (1.28) 
. r” 
uJ~) dt, 
I u;.=- 
At I ,” 1 
uR( t) dr. (1.29) 
Here e; + ‘,’ is the divided difference 
N + 1 E, - E,” 
,I + I 
ey+ I’* = E[L>J’, $‘+ ‘1 = 
L,, - Cl:’ ’ I , Lyzu;+ ’ (1.30) E’bj)=$. , , . p)’ = pn + ’ 
It then also follows from (1.5), (1.18) (1.27) and (1.29) that for Ax 
suffkiently small, 
0 < m,. < 0’” < M,, n=o, 1,2 ).... (1.31) 
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive various estimates for the solution to the dif- 
ference scheme (1.27~( 1.29). These estimates are used first in Section 3 to 
prove large time solvability of the scheme, and later in Section 4 to prove 
convergence and obtain error bounds. The results in this section are quite 
technical and so we have omitted all details which are purely computa- 
tional in nature. Throughout this section, C denotes a constant which may 
depend on E and on C,, . . . . C, (as in (1.20)-( 1.25)). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Assume that the solution to the scheme (1.27)-( 1.29) is 
defined up to time t N = N At with 0 < _v 6 v,” < V for all j and for n < N. ( With 
no loss of generality, ‘c’e also assume throughout he paper that _v < 1 < 5.) 
Then (vN, u”) satisfies 
K-l , = K I;2 
$ c (u,N)2Ax+ c $,” Ax+ 5 ‘=F”’ e;-“2(&;)2 AxAr 
k= -K+l ,= -K+ l/2 n=’ J= -K+l/? 
++ 5 “i’ (u;-u;l)‘Ax$Cl$ (2.1.1) 
,,=I k= -K+I 
Proof: We multiply (1.28) by u;+ ’ At, sum over k, and then sum by 
parts to obtain 
ui+‘)’ Ax+AtCel’+‘li2(6zrJ”+‘)Z Ax+ic (~;“-u;)~Ax 
=i;(u;)‘Ax~AtZu;“&:-lni 
k 
k 
+At[u~+‘(e~+“2~un+‘)K~l;‘2-u~~(e~+’~2~Un+’)~~K+‘,2]. (2.1.2) 
Next, from the definition of +J’ in (1.9) and (1.19), we find 
*;+I +I’= [P(o’“+‘)-p(p)](u;+‘-p+‘) 
- CP(V- P(rlm~“+’ -P)+ [p(v’“)-pp(52)](v,“+‘-v,“), 
<[p(o”‘+‘)-p(o’“)](u;+‘-fi”f’) 
+ [p(F)-p;+‘](v;+‘-v;), 
where <‘E [u’“, rT”+‘], t2e [uJ’, $‘+I 1, and where we have used p’(v) < 0. 
Summing over j, using (1.18) and (1.27), and summing by parts, 
~$;+‘Ax~~~;Ax+At~[p(v’“)-p;+‘]6u;+’Ax 
J 
=i*;A~+Ati8p;+‘~;+‘Ax 
J k 
+ [p(V) - p;f”/2] u;+ ’ At 
- [p(v’“) - pY:‘+ li21 uY-,y’ At. (2.1.3) 
IIf’ By (1.26), the boundary terms -pK-‘,2~~+’ At and p”-“,: li2u’L>’ At 
in (2.1.3) may now be dropped since both are nonpositive. Without 
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assumption ( 1.26), these terms result in the right hand side of (2.1.1) being 
bounded by C&l) sup Iu’:“,‘I. I n C ase II, such a bound can be made small 
by the smallness assumptions on (zP + ’ +K1, but for Cases I and III, this is too 
strong a dependence on _v for the estimates on [ ~1; >which will follow from 
(2.1.1). It will be seen in Section 3, however, that the logarithmic 
dependence on 0 and l/g which we obtain below is weak enough to still 
allow us to obtain global bounds on (1’:‘) under the assumption that 
p( ~1) = kc ;. 
From (1.26) and (1.31). 
[ p( I;“) - p;+ ‘, 2] fly ’ - [ p( 3’) - p” i;i’+ , ?] u” +K 
~C(rn~,)(lfl”,“l + Iu’L’,‘I). 
Substituting this into (2.1.3), adding to (2.1.2). and summing over 
n=o, . . . . N- 1, 
n + I -~~~(e”+“6u’~*~‘+,~,)] At. (2.1.4) 
To estimate the remaining boundary terms in (2.1.4). we observe that by 
(1.30) and (1.27) 
E ;+'-E:'=e;+'2~u:'+'/,t, (2.1.5) 
Applying (2.1.5 ), summing by parts, and using ( 1.25), ( 1.22) and ( 1.17) we 
obtain 
<C(C,+C,)ln~. 
t’ 
(2.16) 
The result then follows from (2.1.4) and (2.1.6). 1 
The following estimates are an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 
and equations (1.22) and (1.24). 
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LEMMA 2.2. Assume that the solution to ( 1.27)-( 1.29) is defined up to 
time tN=NAt with O<g<ul)/n<C.for alljandfor n,<N. Then 
,,.,:.,(,,g)‘~~(5:(SU:i)2A~~)“+ci (2.2.1 
“2(V)I.Z(tN-tm)1;2+C2C4 (2.2.2 
,, = WI 
“‘4(E)1:4(tN-rn1)311+C4. (2.2.3 
n = n, 
In [3,4], Hoff showed that if v is bounded pointwise independently of 
time, then initial discontinuities in u decay exponentially in time. The next 
lemma states the analogous result for the discretized system. Aside from the 
dependence on ln(i?//tl) arising from (2.1.1) the proof is the same as that of 
[7, Lemma 2.31. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that the solution to (1.27)-( 1.29) is defined up to 
time t”=NAt with O<~~dc~<tlfor alljandfor Obn<N. Define 
c P7k 
4 = - [Ernlk’ 
bvhere [ w]~ denotes wk + ,,‘2 - li’k _ , ,?, and define 
(2.3.1) 
(2.3.2) 
(Note that 0 <g ,< cr; < ii Vn, k.) Then for each k,, i= 1, . . . . J, and for 
Idtl,<N, 
I[E”+‘],I < l[E”lkl(l +gAt)-‘“+I’ 
+ Ax 
( 
Ju;+‘( + Iup/ + CI?“~ (In i)li4 iigpJi4) (2.3.3) 
cE”+‘lk- C~“lk 
At 
+ 5 Ax Ju;+‘l + Iu;I + CO”4 (In %)I”‘.a-“‘). (2.3.4) 
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The next lemma, together with Lemma 2.1, gives us enough control on 
{P;) to show that the scheme can be solved for large time. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that the solution to (1.27)-( 1.29) is defined up to 
time t,’ = N At with 0 < g Q r:; < L; .for all j and for n < N. Then 
Pvoqf: We difference (2.1.5) to obtain 
~E~+L-~E~=~(e”‘L2~~““)k, k= -K+l...., K-l (2.4.1) 
II + I 
uk - 14; = 
At 
+hppnk+’ (by (1.28)). ( 2.4.2 )
Multiplying (2.4.2) by SE:’ ‘, summing, and using (2.1 .l ), we eventually 
obtain 
kf k, n=l kfk, 
<$ c (~E~)“Ax+Cln~+ i (i [p”lk,u;,Ar) 
k ic k, r=l ,I = I 
- 1 [(e”~~“6u’i),~,~2u”,-(e’~~“‘6u”)_~+, 2u’:K] At. (2.4.3) 
,I = I 
The boundary terms were estimated in (2.1.6). The rest of the proof is 
similar to that of [7, Lemma 2.51 and uses (1.21) and Lemmas 2.2 and 
2.3. 1 
The following lemma will allow us to obtain uniform sup-norm bounds 
for {$I. 
LEMMA 2.5. Fix T>O and assume the solution to (1.27)-( 1.29) is defined 
up to I” = N At < T with 0 < _u < v,” < V Vj and for n < N, with corresponding 
bounds on {eJ+“*), {E,“), (p,“}, and {at}. Assume also that At/Ax< 1. For 
p E (l/2, 1 ] define 
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A”+(“)’ 
K - I,‘2 
,= $+ ,;2 e,N- ‘.‘2(~u;y)2 Ax 
+k 2 ‘i’ (t”)k’(d(eHp”2 8~“)~)~ Ax At 
,I=I k= -K+I 
k#k, 
+ : i ((fly (““‘,;“- ‘)2Aey A(, 
,,=I ,=I 
and define A” = sup, c ,, G N A”. Then AN < C + C( ( AOV/Ax), provided 
‘ey ~ “2(&1Jn)2 Ax At < C, (2.5.1) 
where C depends on T, p, _v, ii, the number of initial discontinuities and the 
minimum distance between adjacent initial discontinuities. In general, C 
approaches infinity as ,u approaches 112 and as the minimum distance 
between initial discontinuities approaches zero. 
The proof of Lemma 2.5 relies heavily upon the next estimates, which 
follow from (2.1.1), (2.2.1), and the assumption that At/Ax< 1. The proofs 
of these estimates are straightforward and purely technical, and so are 
omitted. 
LEMMA 2.5.1. Under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 2.5, 
( 
K- Ii2 
le 
!I ~~ I.‘2 &“I s < c -,= -z+, 2 (c=;-‘,~ 6~;)~ Ax)“~ 
K-I 
x c (c5(e’rpr’2 6u”),)* Ax “’ 
k= -Kfl > 
k#k, 
K- I,‘2 
> 
I!2 
+ C c (e;-1’2 hu,“)’ Ax for n = 1, . . . . N. 
/= -K+ I/2 
(2.5.2) 
In addition, for any 17 > 0, 
c (tn)p(en-1,2dun(r dt<C~4~+: (2.5.3) 
“XI 
Su”lz, At<CqA”f; (2.5.4) 
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where C denotes a constant as in Lemma 2.5 and is independent qf q. 
Prooj’ of Lemma 2.5. We multiply ( 1.28 ) by - ( t” + ’ )Q(e” ’ ’ ’ bu” + ’ )k. 
sum, and perform several technical manipulations to eventually obtain 
-(t”)” f [pa’]. ,,u;+ i i ((t”)“[p’qn,-(t”~ ‘)“[p”-~qr,)u’;, ’ 
,= I rr=, r=l 
+ B, + B,, (2.5.7) 
where 
I’ - , 
B,= C (tr’+‘)~[(~“+‘-~“)g(e”+“2~~“+‘)~ ~,* 
,I := 0 
-(un+‘-un)_R(e~+‘~2Bu”+‘)~,+,2] 
Y-I 
B2=$ 1 (t,r+‘)~‘[(e”+“-ee”~“),~~,z6u~~,,u~ 
II= 1 
-(e n+l2 -e”~‘2)~.+,26u’~.+,2u” K]. 
Except for the boundary terms B, and Bz, the right-hand side of (2.5.7) is 
estimated as in [7, Lemma 2.61, using (2.5.2)-(2.5.6), with the result that 
A A’ < CA.” (2.5.8) 
for any q > 0 and any 6 > 0. We bound B, and B, by using (1.23) and 
( 1.22 ). obtaining 
lB,l <CC, c (t’~+‘)~le”+‘i’6u”+‘lx At 
,I =o 
< C+P+~ C (by (2.5.3)), 
v 
(2.5.9) 
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N-I 
<C c (t’z+‘)p(lS~n+‘(x + ISu”lx)lSu’~lx At (by (1.27)) 
PI = I 
<C 1 (f”+‘)p(lbu’*+‘l; + l&PIZ,)At 
n = I 
<CF/M+C (by (2.5.4)). (2.5.10) 
rl 
The result then follows from (2.5.8)-(2.5.10). by choosing 9 and 6 
sufficiently small. 1 
The next lemma presents some simple estimates on the solution of a 
particular adjoint equation. These are then used to obtain a strengthened 
version of Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume that the solution to ( 1.27)-( 1.29) is defined up to 
tN=NAt<T with O<_v<v”<V for all j andfor n<N, and with corre- 
sponding bounds on { ey - ’ ,+, (q), (P,“}, and {a;}. Assume also that 
At/Ax < 1. For n < N- 1, let { wJ’}~=~!~+ ,,2 be the solution of 
,,,‘l + ’ - w” 
At 
J +e;+“2~2U;+‘4 
ljl <K-i, (2.6.1) 
SW”,, = 0, (2.6.2) 
with {wJN l given. Then 
K- Ii2 N-~ I K-1 
f c (w;)* Ax+ 1 c (SW;)* Ax At 
J= -K+ I,‘2 ,,=,,I k= -K+l 
K- I,‘2 
<c 1 (“;N)2 Ax, 
J= -K+ Ii2 
(2.6.3) 
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K-I A- I K-I,? 
4 t” c (&tg2Ax+ 1 
1 (t”- tn+‘) ,:,+r.2(@,~;)2 Ax At 
k= -R+l n=tt* /’ --K+ I/? 
K- I,2 
<C 2 (w,“)’ Ax, (2.6.4) 
,= -K+ I.2 
-for m = 0, . . . . N - 1, where C has the same dependence as in Lemma 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.7. Under the same h}lpotheses qf Lemma 2.5, .for any 
PE(W 11, 
K I;? 
i (t”)” 1 ef-“2(6u~)2 Ax 
,= -K+ I:? 
+iH’$, ,-“F;‘,, (t”)“(6(e”~“‘&“),) As At 
k # k, 
+ ; i (t”)P (2.7.1) n=l r=l 
where the dependence of C is as described in Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. With {WY} as in Lemma 2.6 we multiply (1.28) by &v;, sum 
over k= -K+ 1, . . . . K- 1 and n=O, . . . . m- 1 (for m<n), and then sum by 
parts to obtain 
m - I m - I 
- c C6w;6p;+ Ax At + c c 6~; &en”” &“+I), Ax At. 
n=O k n=O k 
By the proof of Lemma 2.8 in [7], this yields 
409!169!2-I5 
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< c(P)-1/4 (F (w$y Axy2 
+ c sup I W”l sc (by (1.25)). 
nsm-I 
(2.7.2) 
But by a discrete Sobolev inequality we find by (2.6.3)-(2.6.4) that, for each 
n<m-1, 
(2.7.3) 
Thus, from (2.7.2) and (2.7.3), 
and so from the Riesz Representation Theorem 
c (6u;)2Ax<C((tm)-‘~2+ 1). (2.7.4) 
By (2.7.4), (2.51) holds for any p > l/2, and the result follows from 
Lemma 2.5. 1 
3. SALVABILITY OF THE SCHEME 
In this section we use the a priori estimates of Section 2 to show that, 
under appropriate mesh conditions, the difference scheme can be solved 
forward in time with the densities tlf remaining positive. The mesh condi- 
tions described below differ from those in [7] not only because of the more 
general boundary conditions, but also by virtue of the fact that the scheme 
has been reformulated in a way that greatly simplifies implementation. 
Using (2.4.2) we rewrite the scheme (1.27)-(1.29) in the form 
v;+‘=v;+At6u;+‘, j= -K+i 2, . . . . K- +, (3.0.1) 
u~+‘=u~-At6p”,+‘+(6E”,+‘-6E;), k = -K+ 1, . . . . K- 1, (3.0.2) 
1 
I 
P+l P+’ 
n+l-- U-K - At ,n UL(f) & 
1 n+l,- UK I At ,n u,df) 4 
(3.0.3) 
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where as before, E; = E In v,“. Let U” denote the sequence {u; 1 KK and U” the 
sequence { $} “i’+‘,,.,. Given (P’, u”), we obtain successive approximations 
to (I,“+‘, u”+‘) by 
&‘I = t“’ / I’ j= -K+’ ?r . . . . K- 4 (3.0.4) 
u’.’ ’ = u’f I h, lkl <K (3.0.5) 
I’ lnr+IJ=yn+At6u(“‘I, m> 1 (3.0.6) 
u, m + I , = u)1 _ A/ &p + 1) + (d,l,,, + 1) _ bE”), m> 1, (3.0.7) 
where u’Y~ = r/f_fK’ and u(;’ = u;+ ’ for m = 1, 2, 3, . . . The next lemma gives 
sufficient conditions for this iteration to converge to a solution of the 
difference scheme. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that (v”, u”) is given and that 0 c tl< 1):’ < t; for all 
.i. Let SE (0, F) and define I, = [s, t;+ g- s], C, = sup,, 1 p’(r)l, and 
C, = SUP,~( E/D). Assume 
At 1 
yjy<j (3.1.1) 
(3.1.2) 
where 
with C3 as in ( 1.22). Then there is a solution (v” + ‘, U” + ’ ) to (3.0.1 t( 3.0.3 ), 
obtained as a limit of the iterates (3.0.4)-( 3.0.7), with vy + ’ E I, -for all j and 
with ) 24” + ’ 1 T < M,, . 
Remark. It may be noticed that (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) require At< C Ax’,/& as 
Ax + 0. While this may have been anticipated from the parabolic nature of 
(1.2), it is not a restrictive as it might at first seem, since E <Ax in typical 
applications. In fact, the dominant constraint on Ar will typically 
approximate the CFL condition for the p-system. See the remark following 
[7, Lemma 3.11 for further discussion of this issue. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let o denote a sequence {LI~},?_I~+,.:~, u a 
sequence (uk}f, _ K with uPK = u?.+~’ and uK = u:+ r. Define 
R = {v, u): v, G 1, for all j and Iu( 5j <MU 1, 
and for (v, U) E R define 
L,(u),=v:‘+Atbu, (3.1.4) 
L,(t’), = u;: - At ap(v)k + (dE(o), -dE;), lkl <K (3.1.5) 
L2(v)-K=U’:~‘, L.Jzj)K = u”K+ ’ (3.1.6) 
L(u)= (L,(u), (L,oL,)(u)). 
Note that the map (P), ufm) ) ++ L( u(~)) is equivalent to (3.0.6)-( 3.0.7). 
Since (u(l), U(I)) is clearly in R, it suflkes to show that L is a contraction 
on R. So let (~1, U)E R. We will first show that L(u)E R. From (3.1.4) and 
(3.1.3), L,(u),<V+Z(Ar/Ax) M,<C+_v-s. Similarly, L,(u),>!-(_v-s)=s. 
Thus, 
Lh4,G for all j. (3.1.7) 
Next, from (3.1.5), for Jkl -c K, 
At 
iL2tu)ki < bnlz +--ax ~~(~k+1,2)-~(vk-112)~ Ax k 
+km;x ln-- ‘k+W In / v;+12 
vk - l/2 G-L/? 
Since lLz(v)kKl < C3 6 M,, we then have IL2(u)l Ti GM, for ~;EI,. By 
(3.1.7) it follows that ((L20 L,)(u)/, < M,, which together with (3.1.7) 
shows that L maps R into R. 
To show that L is in fact a contraction on R, let (II,, u,), (v,, U?)E R. 
Then by (3.1.4), 
lL,(U2)-L(~,)l2 ~~b*--,I~, 
where A1 = 2(At/Ax) < 1 (by (3.1.1)). Next, by (3.1.5)-(3.1.6), 
(3.1.8) 
ILZCO,) - L,(o, )I cc d 2 x df IP(h)-P(U,)I +$ IHh)-4o,)l, 
< 2$,+22 
( > 
Iv*-vll*~ (3.1.9) 
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By (3.1.7) we may take u2= L,(u,) and u, = L,(u,) in (3.1.9). Then 
I(L,~L,)(u,)-(L,;L,)(u,)l, 6 2c&+25) IL(u,)-L,(u,)l, ( 
G&lu2-u,I-,. (3.1.10) 
where A, = (2(4t/dx))‘C,+4C,(dt/dx2) < 1 (by (3.1.2)). By (3.1.8) and 
(3.1.10), L is a contraction on R, and the result follows. 1 
In order to solve the scheme to successively higher time levels, we need 
to obtain global bounds on (c,“} and on (~4;) so that the mesh conditions 
(3.1.1))( 3.1.3) will hold for all n. The bounds for {u;) follow from the 
estimates of Section 2 and the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let I&!} be the solution IO 
(3.21) 
4;K=0’ n d nz (3.2.2) 
(3.2.3 ) 
for some positive integer d d K. Then 
4;: > 0 for all k and for all n 6 m, 
k= -Kfl k= -K+I 
K-l m-l K- I,2 
fr=~K+,(d~)2Ax+ 1 1 e:C1’2(WJ’)2AxAt 
n=O ,= pK+ I7 
k= pK+I 
Kp 10 m-1 K-l 
c (&by)2 Ax+ c 1 (6(e”+‘,” s&)k)* AX At 
-K+l.‘Z n = 0 -K+l 
K- 1.12 
d C(T) 1 (&$“)* Ax. 
/= -K+ I:2 
(3.2.4) 
(3.2.5) 
(3.2.6) 
(3.2.7) 
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Proof: Inequalities (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) follow from a discrete minimum 
principle for (&}. Inequalities (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) are straightforward 
energy-type stimates to those of Lemma 2.6. The details are omitted. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that the scheme ( 1.27t( 1.29) has been solved to 
timetN~TwithO<~~~vU/n~<foralljandforn~N. Then luNI,<Cwhere 
C is independent of N and tN, but depends on T, _v, and 6. 
Proof: Let (&> b e as in Lemma 3.2. We multiply (1.28) by &, sum 
over k and n, and sum by parts using boundary conditions (3.2.2), to 
obtain 
m-1 
~u~q$‘Ax=~u~~~Ax+ c ~p;+‘6q5J’AxAt+B4, 
k k n=O , 
where 
m-l 
B, = - c [(e’rf’i2 SqY),- ,i.zuk+’ - (e”+lf2 SqYpK+ ,,2u?>‘] At. (3.3.1) 
,I = 0 
By (3.2.4 j(3.2.6) and the bounds on { p;} it follows that 
/~~~~;.Ax~,<,u”,,+C(tm)“2(~(~;‘)2A~~)’i2+,B~, 
<bOl,+C -& 
( ) 
I:2 
+ l4I (by (3.2.3)). (3.3.2) 
Again using (3.2.3~(3.2.5), for fixed k,, 
Iu;-~u~~;Ax~< 1 Iu;-u~I~:Ax 
k Ikl 4 d 
I;‘2 
< (2d Ax)“’ 
( 
c (6~;)’ Ax 
J > 
< C(2d Ax)“‘(tm) - ‘I4 (by (2.7.4)). 
Combining this with (3.3.2), 
112 
+CWx)1’2+,B I 
(py4 4. 
(3.3.3) 
It remains to estimate JB,(. From (3.3.1) and (1.22) we have 
m-l 
IB,( <2C3 1 Ie”c”Z6qY’lic At. 
II=0 
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Using a discrete Sobolev inequality, followed by (3.2.6) (3.2.7), and (3.2.3). 
> 
1.4 
’ + If2 &V’)k)2 Ax Ar (t”)l 2 
~=(~)“4(~)3~‘4”~,~:2+c(~)‘~‘~c~, 
Then from (3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
For YE [At, l] we may choose de { 1, . . . . K) and rl>O such that 
9 A.~<dt”~ and (d- 1) A.x<(r”‘)“‘<dAs. Then from (3.3.4), Iu”‘/~ G 
Ju”Jx + C for 1”’ < 1. Equations (2.2.1), (2.7.1), and (3.1.1) also imply 
1~“‘) r d C for t”’ 3 1, completing the proof. Q 
We now combine the estimates of Section 2 with the bounds for (ui> from 
Lemma 3.3 to show that the difference scheme can be solved for large time. 
Since the following theorem is of fundamental importance for the 
convergence result, we state it for all three cases of initial and boundary 
data. 
THEOREM 3.4. There exist positive constants C,,, CL. and CL with 
C,. < c’,., such that if At and Ax sari&\ 
At 1 
d.r<- 2 
( .> 2-g z c,+4c,--$< I 
(3.4.1) 
(3.4.2) 
(3.4.3 ) 
where c, = maxctl,2)c,,c, + (I/z)~,I Ip’(v)l and C, =2&C,- ‘, rhen rhe scheme 
can be solved forward in time as follows: 
(a) Iti Case I, the scheme is globa& solvable in lime #tith \U’II T 6 c,, 
and 0 < C,. d vJ’ < c’, for all j and for n = 0. 1, 2. . 
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(b) In Cases II and III, for any fixed Time T > 0, the scheme can 
be solved to time tN ,< T with lu”l J1 < C and 0 < C, ,< v,” < CL, for all j and 
for n < N, provided Ax is sufficiently small depending on T and, in Case III, 
also on m,, M, (as in (1.31)), and pointwise bounds for {up}. The constants 
C,, C,,, and e,, depend on T, the choice of u in Lemma 2.1, the number of 
discontinuities in the initial data, and the minimum distance between initial 
discontinuities. As u approaches 112 or the minimum distance between initial 
discontinuities approaches zero, the bounds for C,, C,, and c’,, may become 
arbitrarily large. 
Proof (Case III). We will first obtain an a priori estimate on {v,“f by 
using the results of Section 2, and then couple the estimates on {v,“> and 
(u:} with the result of Lemma 3.1. 
Assume that the scheme has been solved up to time tN = N At ,< T with 
v; > 0 for all j and for n G N. Define 
_v=_v(t”)= inf 0; 
/;n<N 
17=V(tN)= sup v;. 
J.“<N 
Throughout this proof, all constants are independent of _o and ti unless 
specifically indicated otherwise. We use a generalized form of the function 
introduced by Hoff in [3,4], 
F(v, 6) = 1’ $‘:*(s, 5) f ds, 
li 
(3.4.4) 
where $ is as in (1.9). We will obtain a uniform bound, independent of N 
and tN, for the sequence {F,“} = {F(v,?, C”)}. From this, the uniform 
bounds for {v,“) will follow. From (3.4.4) and the properties of $, we find 
that 
W,NI G CC+,“- ,,2)112 + W:, ,,d”21 W,“I. (3.4.5) 
Now fix j and let ie (0, 1, . . . . J} be such that xJ E (xk,, xk,+, >. Then for any 
jo E {k + l/2, . . . . k, + , - l/2), we obtain from (3.4.5) 
IF,“] < 1 F;I + *“‘+i- ’ ISF’J 
k,f I 
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Using the results of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4, we obtain after some simplifka- 
tions 
IF;“\ < IFI\ + Cc1j8 
( ) 
In i g-7,8( 1 + A-y’ 4c--7t,’ ‘), (3.4.6) 
where we have used p(u) = ku->. We now need to obtain a bound for IF,:\. 
Observe that 
“1-i I’? ($;“)‘;2 A 
/=k,+ I2 
,~~(T:~PdX)‘~2((k.i,-k,)d.~)” 
(x,,+, -xk,)‘,’ (by 2.1.1). 
Thus, 
and we may therefore choose j, such that +z < C(ln(@)). Since p’(v) < 0, 
it also follows from the definition of Ic/ that for u between $’ and LIP, 
$(D. aN) < I,$ Thus 
and from (3.4.6) we then obtain 
It is easy to show from the definitions of II/ and F that 
lj(u, a) 3 cu’ - y, F(u, a) < -Cu” Y)‘2 as L’ -+ 0. (3.4.8) 
$(u, 01) 2 cu, F(v, i?) B Cul’= as D -+ c;o. (3.4.9) 
The estimate (3.4.7) therefore provides upper and lower bounds for u;” in 
terms of the presupposed bounds _v and 0. The argument will close under 
the assumption in (1.16) that y > 312. We first use the fact that for any q > 0 
there is a constant C which depends on q such that In u < Cuq for t’ 2 0 and 
ln( l/u) < C( 1/0)~“- ‘) for u G _v. Then from (3.4.7), 
IF,“1 G C(P d--r) + 69) cl/8_u-Y.‘8( 1 + A.ul.‘44’-VL’Y12) 
G C(_v) 
q(~-Y)-Y,‘8(fi)q+1!8(1 +Ax1!4_v-‘t;y~2)~ 
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Since y > 3/2, we may choose q = (27 - 3)/48(7 - 1). Then 
IF,“1 ~c(_v)‘3-8Y).148(~)f8Y-9),‘48(P--1J(1 +Ax”4t,-Yu’;‘z)~ (3.4.10) 
Now define 
D(P) =g (3 - 8yJ/48$8g - 9):48(y - 1 ,. (3.4.11) 
Then from (3.4.8 )-(3.4. lo), 
D(~N)~c(F/NI(~Y--~)/(~Y--~) 
gc,~(~IY)‘4~--31/(6~-6)(1 +~~“l_~-‘~“/2)(4’-3~.‘(6~-61, 
where C,, will now be considered a fixed constant. Solving for II(P) and 
then using (3.4.11) and the fact that 3/2 < y < 3, we obtain 
Ad< c~Y--~)/QY~) 1 ( + Ax’i4_o--P~Y,‘2)f4Y-33)i(2Y -3) 
<<lyw’2Y-3)(1 +A~~l/4(D(t~))10)(4Y-3):f2Y--31. (3.4.12) 
Now define 
d = max(20(0), Co (6y-6)/12~-3)2(4~-3)/l2~-3) 1, (3.4.13) 
c ~~-48/(8)‘-3,,(8y-9,/(8r-3,cy-1, - c L’ , (3.4.14) 
c,=D -48(;p 1)/(8y-9,~(8y-3)0.-1~,(8y-9) L, , (3.4.15) 
where m, and M, are as in ( 1.3 1). We will show that if Ax is suffkiently 
small, depending on IJ, mL,, and M,, then the scheme can be solved to time 
tN < T with 0 < l/C < u; 6 C for all j and for n < A? Using (3.4.11) and 
(3.4.13 )-(3.4.15), a simple calculation shows 
D(P) d d implies C, < L),” < C, for all j. 
Now assume that 
(3.4.16) 
Au < 2-S(87+SV6D-80m 5(8y-9)/6(y- I’M-5(8’-3)/6 
L, I, (3.4.17) 
Define C, to be the larger of (~‘1~ and the constant of (3.3.1) which arises 
by setting _u = C, and U= C, in the statement of Lemma 3.3. Then 
O<C,.<u,O<C, for all j (by (3.4.16)), and In”lmdC, so that by 
Lemma 3.1, with s= (l/2) C,, we can solve for (u’, u’) with 
0,’ E ((l/2) C,, C, + (l/2) C,) for all j. Then 
DO’Mf C,) (3 - 87~48 c + $c,,‘“‘- 9)/48(y - 1) (” ’ 
~2(8~-33)/48~-(8~-33)/48(2~~,)(8~-9)/48(~--1) 
- I., 
~2(8y-3))/48+1/6~-(8y-3)~48~(8y-9)~48(y- I) 
. --u c 
= 2@y + 5V48D2m -(8)‘- 9)/48(y - I )M(SY ~ 3)/48 
L’ ” 
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Substituting this into the right hand side of (3.4.12) and using (3.4.17) 
so that C,,<P,! <CL, (by (3.4.16)) and 1~‘) x <C,,. The same argument may 
then be applied to successive time levels. 1 
The corresponding argument for Case I is a simplified version of that 
presented above for Case III. In Case I, (3.4.7) reduces to IF;“1 d C ln(C//L:), 
since the other dependence of 0 and _u in (3.4.7) arose from the jump terms 
in the proof of Lemma 2.4. In particular, the restriction 7 > 3/2 in Case III 
is due only to the discontinuities in the initial data. In Case II, large time 
solvability of the scheme can be obtained much more simply by using the 
assumptions of small initial and boundary data. The argument for this case 
is very similar to that presented in [7]. 
4. CONVERGENCE AND ERROR BOUNDS 
Having shown that the solution to the difference scheme is defined for 
large time, we now construct approximate solutions (tlh, u”) from the 
sequences {P:}, (~;i>, where h denotes (At, Ax). We define 
s; = [x, , 2, x,+, ,] x [t”, PC’], .j= -K+ 1 >. . . . . K- $ 
s;:= [xp, ?, xk+, J x [P, t”+‘]. k= -K+ 1, . . . . K- l,k#k,, 
L;, = [xl, ~, 2, y,) x [I”, t”+ ‘1, i= 1, . . . . J 
R;, = ( j*,. xk,+, ,] x [t”. t”+ ‘1, i= 1, . . . . J 
and we define L@(x, t) to be the piecewise bilinear interpolant of {u;), 
except at the boundaries and near the lines of discontinuity x = y,, where 
the definition of I’~ is extended from the adjacent cells. Specifically, 
( 
n+ I 
Lq.K.t)=l’;-,,+ L’p-1.2 -o;- I:’ 
+ (&:;r 6’:;’ 
’ j (t-tI”)+6tl;I(.u-skm ,.2) 
(.K-xk~,~)(f-?n), 
for (x, r)~ Si, k#k,, for (x, t)eL;,, k=k,- 1, and for (x, t)=R;,, 
k = k, + 1. We define p”(+u, t) and P(x, t) as the corresponding interpolants 
of {pJ’) and {E;}, extended in a similar way at the boundaries and at the 
discontinuities. u~(.x, t) is defined as the piecewise bilinear interpolant of 
{u;}. 
In order that the mesh constraints (3.4.1 t(3.4.3) hold as h + 0, we must 
also assume the existence of a constant C such that At < C A.?. (As noted 
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following Lemma 3.1, however, this assumption is not overly restrictive in 
typical applications.) This also guarantees that AP‘/Ax < C for p E (l/2, I], 
which is needed to apply the regularity result of (2.7.1). 
The following technical lemma states the extent to which (v”, r/‘) fails to 
be an exact solution of ( 1.1 )-( 1.4). The proof is essentially the same as in 
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 of [7], the only difference here being the additional 
contribution of boundary terms which are O(At + Ax). 
LEMMA 4.1. In Case I let p = 0 and in Cases II and III let p E (l/2, 11. 
Let 0 6 t” < tN < T, and let 4(x, t), $(x, t) be functions satisfving 
f 
I 
_, 4*(x, t) dx, j-1 j-1, t”&(x, t) dx dt d C 
sup IWt),j’ ti:(x,f)dx,jrYfl $f(x,W-=WC 
OGI=sT -I fm -I 
where+?, =J?, +J:i2+ ... +j:,, (C ases II and III on@). Define r(& h) and 
4th h) b 
+&h)=j”f’ (E;,-u;-&4(x, t)dxdt 
P -1 
Then 
(i) IT(& h)( < C(Ax(tm)pP!2 + At) 
(ii) lo(t), h)J < C(Ax + At). 
If in addition, t’ j’ 1 df-(x, t) dx < C, then 
(iii) 
K%,- CP’%,) &,,t t) dt 
< C(At(f”)-P”4 +A,l.‘*(f”)‘* -3/r)/4) 
and, for any q > 0, 
(iv) 
(E; - (EU;/U~) c,bJx, t) dx dt 
&Ax+At)(t”)-‘+Cqj’V~’ &(x, t)dxdt. 
‘I P -1 
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Lemma 4.1 and the estimates of Section 2, when applied to the 
approximate solutions (u”, Us), now allow us to extract a subsequence 
which converges, as h tends to zero, to an exact weak solution (u, U) of 
( l.l)-( 1.4). A separate stability argument, which also incorporates both the 
a priori estimates of Section 2 and the weak truncation error estimates of 
Lemma 4.1, then allows us to prove uniqueness of the solution (u, U) and 
to obtain bounds for (c’ - vh, u - u”). This is summarized in the following 
theorem, which constitutes our main result. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the corresponding 
theorem of [7], differing in two main details. Firstly, the general boundary 
conditions considered here result in additional error terms, but these are 
easily seen to be of higher order than the other error terms and so have no 
effect on the final result. Secondly, the simplified iteration procedure used 
here requires slightly more strict mesh conditions than those in [7], which 
in turn result in a slightly improved error bound in Cases II and III. Aside 
from these two details and the specific differences which have already arisen 
in the previous sections, the proof of this theorem closely parallels that of 
[7, Theorem 5.21, and so the details are omitted here. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that At and Ax sati& conditions (3.4.1~(3.4.3) 
so that the scheme (1.27t( 1.29) is solvable up to time T, as described in 
Theorem 3.4. Then the approximate solutions (oh, uh) converge to the unique 
solution of the problem (1.1~( 1.4). In Case I, the approximate solutions 
satisfy the error bound 
g,,(T)< C(T)[~,(0)+O(Ax”2)], 
where 
an= sup (II(Uh--)(., t)IIL’(-I.,)+ Il(rh-UN’, t)ll,l(-,.,I). 
O<r<T 
In Cases II and III, the approximate solutions satisfy the error bound 
&(T) < C( T)[&(O) + O(Ax” -#“*)I, Pd& 11, 
&tt(T)= sup (II(uh-u)(., t)ll,z,-,,,,+tt(uh-L’)(.. t)it,+,,,,). 
OC!.ST 
Here, II~Ilr+I,I, denotes the usual L2-norm and 
tt+~~,-,,,,= 
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where 1) . (IH1 denotes the usual H’-norm, { y,}f= , are the locations of jump 
discontinuities in the initial data, y, = - 1 and yJ+ , = + 1, and C(T) depends 
on inverse powers of the minimum distance between initial discontinuities. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Numerical experiments indicate that the difference scheme is quite 
robust, yielding reasonable solutions for a wide range of data. In many 
cases, satisfactory results are obtained even when the mesh conditions 
(3.1.1)-(3.1.3) are violated to some small degree. 
Here we present results of computations for the difference scheme 
(1.27k(1.29) and the iteration (3.0.4)-(3.0.7) applied to a problem with 
Riemann initial data 
L+J( x) = i 1.5, -1 <x<o 
3.5, O<x<l 
u&x) = { 0.1, -1 <x-Co 
-0.1, o<x< 1, 
and with u,(t) = 0.1 and uR(t) = -0.1. In all computations presented here, 
p(v)=v-‘4, At = AX/~, and the scheme was solved up to time T= 1. 
For the p-system (obtained when E = 0 in (1.1~(1.2)), the exact solution 
for this data consists of a rarefaction wave traveling to the left and a shock 
wave traveling to the right, with a constant intermediate state. One would 
expect that for small values of E, the solutions to (1.1 )-( 1.2) and to the dif- 
ference scheme would closely approximate the solution for the p-system, 
and this expectation is in fact borne out by these results. 
Figure 1 compares solutions obtained for different values of E, but with 
a fixed step size of Ax = 0.05. In each case, the steep gradient at x z 0.36, 
which would correspond to a shock wave for the p-system, is spread over 
two to three mesh intervals. Other computations indicate this to be typical 
of the resolution of such an approximate shock, at least for values of E 
which are not too large relative to Ax. This compares quite favorably with 
the shock resolution of finite difference schemes for conservation laws. It 
should be remembered, however, that true shocks do not occur for 
(l.lk(1.2). 
Figure 1 also shows some oscillation near the approximate shocks in the 
case E = 10e3. In actual fluid dynamics applications, such oscillations in 
numerical solutions are usually considered undesirable. From an applica- 
tions point of view, it is therefore worth noting that increasing E to lop2 
essentially eliminated this oscillation with very little smoothing elsewhere. 
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Figure 2 compares results for different values of Ax, with E = 10P3. This 
comparison shows that the oscillation near the approximate shock also 
diminishes as Ax is decreased. The result for Ax = 0.01 also shows that the 
solution obtained by this scheme agrees quite well with the exact solution 
of the p-system, for which the intermediate state is (u, u) z (0.429, 2.05), the 
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shock speed is approximately 0.365, and the speeds of the edges of the 
rarefaction wave are approximately -0.727 and -0.500. 
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